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Abstract

Fecal (or stool) DNA examination is a noninvasive strategy recommended
by several medical professional societies for colorectal cancer (CRC) screen-
ing in average-risk individuals. Fecal DNA tests assay stool for human DNA
shed principally from the colon. Colonic lesions such as adenomatous and
serrated polyps and cancers exfoliate cells containing neoplastically altered
DNA that may be detected by sensitive assays that target specific genetic
and epigenetic biomarkers to discriminate neoplastic lesions from non-
neoplastic tissue. Cross-sectional validation studies confirmed initial case-
control studies’ assessment of performance of an optimizedmultitarget stool
DNA (mt-sDNA) test, leading to approval by the US Food and Drug Ad-
ministration in 2014.Compared to colonoscopy,mt-sDNA showed sensitiv-
ity of 92% for detection of CRC, much higher than the 74% sensitivity of
another recommended noninvasive strategy, fecal immunochemical testing
(FIT). Detections of advanced adenomas and sessile serrated polyps were
higher with mt-sDNA than FIT (42% versus 24% and 42% versus 5%, re-
spectively), but overall specificity for all lesions was lower (87% versus 95%).
The mt-sDNA test increases patient life-years gained in CRC screening
simulations, but its cost relative to other screening strategies needs to be re-
duced by 80–90% or its sensitivity for polyp detection enhanced to be cost
effective. Noninvasive CRC screening strategies such as fecal DNA, how-
ever, have the potential to significantly increase national screening rates due
to their noninvasive nature and convenience for patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is third in overall incidence (145,600 annual cases) and the second lead-
ing cause of cancer death in both men and women (51,020 annual deaths) in the United States
as of 2019 (1). Screening the average-risk population for CRC has helped reduce the incidence
and subsequent deaths, with application of screening tests showing durability for CRC preven-
tion over time (2–4).Multiple professional medical societies recommend the application of one of
several CRC screening strategies to continue to reduce the incidence for average-risk individuals
(5, 6). These include first-tier tests such as colonoscopy and fecal immunochemical tests (FIT);
second-tier tests such as CT colonography, stool (fecal) DNA (sDNA) tests, and flexible sigmoi-
doscopy; and third-tier tests such as capsule endoscopy (5). Other CRC screening tests, such as
the fecal occult blood test (FOBT) and barium enema, have become relatively obsolete due to
higher sensitivity and specificity of first- and second-tier tests (5).

Fecal DNA testing has recently come to the commercial market after multiple generations and
prototypes. Each generation of sDNA testing improved upon prior generations in terms of test
sensitivity in case-control studies due to technical innovations affecting sample preservation (e.g.,
improved buffers to prevent DNA degradation), improved discriminant biomarker target panels,
and improved analytic platforms (7). Of six total versions of sDNA tests developed, two reached
the status of a Clinical Laboratories Improvement Act–regulated laboratory diagnostic test prior
to the latest version, which received approval by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in
August 2014 (8, 9).

Fecal DNA tests are considered second tier at present for CRC screening due to their sensitiv-
ity in detecting adenomatous polyps, as well as their cost, particularly compared to the benefit-to-
risk ratios of colonoscopy and FIT. Continued improvements with new generations may increase
sensitivity and/or enable a cost reduction that in the future will cause sDNA tests to be recom-
mended as first-tier screening. The current FDA-approved commercial sDNA test is useful for
patients who may refuse or are uncomfortable with colonoscopy, if colonoscopy is high risk due
to medical morbidity, or if colonoscopy is not available. sDNA has higher sensitivity than FIT,
and with additional studies, it could occupy niches of utility for interval screening and follow-up
to negative colonoscopy.

RATIONALE FOR FECAL DNA DETECTION

CRC is a genetic disease. The local colonic micro-environment influences the genetic make-up
of colonocytes that are either primed (e.g., already containing a germline genetic or epigenetic al-
teration) or somatically-induced (causing subsequent somatic genetic and epigenetic alterations)
to form neoplasias (10, 11). Sporadic CRCs result from the accumulation of somatic genetic and
epigenetic events through clonal cell expansion. Each clone may acquire additional genetic mu-
tations (also known as driver mutations) that may confer a selective growth advantage, further
propelling the neoplasm toward malignancy (11).While each patient’s CRC is genetically unique,
most sporadic CRCs have several common mutational events that have accumulated since initi-
ation (11). About 85% of all sporadic cancers are aneuploid and contain frequent mutations in
APC, TP53, KRAS, TTN, PIK3CA, FBXW7, and SMAD4 (12). About 15% of all sporadic can-
cers are diploid but hypermutated, accumulating hundreds of somatic mutations that are driven
by hypermethylation of the DNA mismatch repair (MMR) geneMLH1. Hypermethylation pre-
vents transcription and subsequent protein expression ofMLH1 and thus fully inactivates MMR.
Because DNAMMR repairs post–DNA replication mistakes (single-nucleotide substitutions and
microsatellite sequence slippages), this inactivation allowsmultiple mutations to accumulate in the
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cell’s genome. Additionally, this hypermutated group of CRCs shows a different complement of
genes mutated somatically (these include ACVR2,APC,TGFBR2, BRAF,MSH3,MSH6, and oth-
ers) largely due to intrinsic coding microsatellite frameshifts (11–14). In either genetic grouping,
clones derived from parental cells may acquire additional driver mutations and passenger muta-
tions (i.e., mutations that do not provide a selective growth advantage) at different rates, making
the growing neoplasm heterogeneous (15). This has been observed through direct sampling of
CRCs via colonoscopy or after surgical resection, as well as from CRC metastases (11, 15, 16).
Epigenetic methylation of gene promoters is also acquired during the pathogenesis of CRC. In
addition to some CRCs acquiringMLH1 hypermethylation, other genes such as SFRP, vimentin,
MGMT,FBN1, and p16 can be characteristically methylated (17). The advancement of the genetic
knowledge of the pathogenesis of CRC would inform approaches to potential noninvasive tests if
one could sample a potential neoplasm without an invasive procedure and detect the presence of
genetic alterations such as those indicated above as definitive biomarkers of the neoplastic state
(11, 18).

Fecal material that is expelled was formed in the colon and had the longest dwell time there,
and thus represents contents largely from the colon. Normal apoptotic cells are exfoliated into
the colon lumen, and neoplastic cells with altered DNA proliferate at faster rates and have less
adhesion to the basement membrane, so they are shed at faster rates into the lumen. Fecal abrasion
of neoplastic lesions may further facilitate cell entry into the lumen for both CRCs and precursor
adenomatous polyps (9, 11). Human DNA constitutes only 0.01% of total sDNA and must be
separated from the much more abundant microbial DNA in feces (19). Human mutant DNA is an
even smaller proportion within feces, and its integrity needs to be assessed to ensure an ability to
detect genetic alterations.However, tumorDNA is more likely to remain intact than normal DNA
once shed (20). Technological advances in sample preservation to prevent DNA degradation and
newer analytic platforms affording higher sensitivity have made sDNA testing readily feasible (7).

With the advancing knowledge of theCRCmutational genome landscape, approaches to detect
sDNA were initiated as a potential noninvasive test for CRC screening. Most sDNA evaluations
were case-control studies for test development or initial validation. Early sDNA studies focused
on detection of mutant KRAS due to its predictable mutations in codons 12, 13, and 61 (21–23).
However, single-gene tests, such for mutant KRAS, would be expected to have some false positives
(mutant KRAS is present in other benign and malignant conditions outside of the colon), as well
as poor sensitivity as a single test (mutant KRAS is present in only about 50% of CRCs). Multiple
genes and/or multiple targets assayed based on the knowledge of CRC neoplastic progression
afforded a chance to improve the accuracy of CRC neoplasia detection. Mutant APC and TP53,
although common in the pathogenesis of CRC, are more challenging to detect in a test because
their mutations are distributed throughout each gene. More recently, the discovery of abnormal
methylation of specific gene promoters has made hypermethylated genes better targets for sDNA
assays, especially since abnormal methylation is an early event in CRC tumorigenesis (17, 24).

After multiple and heterogeneous proof-of-concept and case-control studies, only four cross-
sectional population-based studies have examined sDNA performance while using colonoscopy
as the gold standard for detection. Prior to the latest-generation sDNA test, discussed in the next
section, a prototype 21-target sDNA test (that includes assays for mutant KRAS, APC, and the
mononucleotide microsatellite marker BAT26, as well as assays for DNA integrity) was used on a
single stool specimen to compare with FOBT (Hemoccult II) (25). This study, which examined
2,507 asymptomatic people over age 50, showed a CRC sensitivity rate of 51.6% for sDNA and
12.9% for FOBT, and an advanced adenoma sensitivity rate of 15.5% for sDNA and 10.6% for
FOBT. Overall, sDNA detected 40.8% of CRCs/advanced adenomas, whereas FOBT detected
14.1% in this study (25). Specificity for sDNA was 94.4%, similar to FOBT at 95.2%. A study
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done in parallel using the same 21-target assay on 4,482 average-risk persons showed an sDNA
CRC sensitivity of 25% and specificity of 96% (23). Although this sDNA test detected more
advanced adenomas and CRCs than FOBT in these two population-based studies, both sDNA
and FOBT tests missed the majority of lesions detected on colonoscopy.

KEY STUDIES THAT LED TO FDA APPROVAL OF THE
LATEST-GENERATION FECAL DNA TEST

The disappointing results from earlier-generation sDNA population-based studies were greatly
improved upon with the use of optimized technologies and newer DNA targets for the latest-
generation test. These improvements ultimately led to its FDA approval and more acceptable pre-
scriptive use by practitioners. The latest-generation sDNA test is an optimized multitarget stool
DNA (mt-sDNA) panel that includes assays for mutant KRAS, aberrant methylation of BMP3,
NDGR4, and β-actin as a reference gene for quantitative estimation of the total amount of human
DNA in the sample (26, 27). These targets obtained from the fecal sample undergo a multiplexed
QuARTSTM step (quantitative allele-specific real-time target and signal amplification) (26, 27).
This latest-generation mt-sDNA test also includes an assay for human hemoglobin (i.e., FIT)
(26–28). Initial evaluation of this mt-sDNA test was performed on archived stool specimens from
252 CRC patients, 293 colonoscopy-negative controls, and 133 patients with adenomas of at least
1 cm in diameter (29). This study demonstrated a CRC sensitivity of 85% (specificity 90%) and
advanced adenoma sensitivity of 54% (specificity 89%). The study did not detect any differences
in sensitivity for location of adenomas or cancers, implying it sampled the entire colon without
site discrimination.

As a result of the pilot study (29), a pivotal cross-sectional population-based study was per-
formed that used a quantitative measure for each marker. These measures were input into a vali-
dated logistic regression equation with a value >182 being positive, and a cutoff value of >100 ng
Hb/ml considered positive for FIT (28). This study of 9,989 asymptomatic persons 50–84 years
of age compared one-time testing with the mt-sDNA versus FIT, using colonoscopy as the gold
standard (Table 1). The CRC sensitivity rate (all stages) was 92.3% for the mt-sDNA test and
73.8% for FIT (with specificities of 86.6% and 94.9%, respectively) (28). The advanced adenoma
sensitivity rate was 42.4% for the mt-sDNA test and 23.8% for FIT, and for serrated adeno-
mas (a higher risk adenoma), the sensitivity was 42.4% for the mt-sDNA test and 5.1% for FIT.
Site-specific sensitivities for both CRC and advanced adenomas are listed in Table 1. Overall,

Table 1 Sensitivity and specificity of neoplastic lesions detected in the colon when comparing mt-sDNA and FITa (28)

Colonoscopy mt-sDNA test FIT P-value
Overall CRC sensitivity 65 (0.7%) 60 (92.3%) 48 (73.8%)
Overall CRC specificity 86.6% 94.9%
Proximal CRC sensitivity 90.0% 66.7%
Distal CRC sensitivity 94.3% 80.0%
Overall AAP sensitivity 757 (7.6%) 321 (42.4%) 180 (23.8%) <0.001
Serrated polyps >1 cm 42.4% 5.1% <0.001
Proximal AAP sensitivity 33.0% 15.5%
Distal AAP sensitivity 54.6% 34.8%
n needed to detect one CRC 154 persons 166 persons 208 persons

Abbreviations: AAP, adenoma of advanced pathology (≥1 cm, villous or adenocarcinoma component); CRC, colorectal cancer; FIT, fecal immunochemical
testing; mt-sDNA, multitarget stool DNA.
an = 9,989 persons; there were 90 sites.
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the mt-sDNA test detected more advanced adenomas and CRCs than FIT but had more false
positives. A second cross-sectional study performed in 661 native Alaskans (who have high rates
of CRC) using the mt-sDNA test showed similar results (30). CRC sensitivities for white, black,
Hispanic, and Asian patients were 96.4%, 62.5%, 88.9%, and 100%, respectively, and advanced
adenoma sensitivities were 42.3%, 42.4%, 39.0%, and 43.8%, respectively (27, 28).

The FDA approved themt-sDNA test (Cologuard®,Exact Sciences) in August 2014 for screen-
ing persons aged 50 years and older at average risk for CRC.Approval by the Centers forMedicare
and Medicaid Services for reimbursement followed in October 2014.

The mt-sDNA test is available by prescription. Patients receive a kit containing a collection
tub into which they can pass feces while sitting on a toilet at home. A portion of the fecal material
is scraped for FIT analysis and tubed, while a DNA-preservation liquid is added to the remainder
of the fecal material in the tub for subsequent molecular analysis (27). Both the tube and tub
are shipped in one box by the patient to the commercial lab for processing and analysis within
72 h of collection, with the ensuing report sent to the patient. There are no known interfering
substances for this test, and there is no bowel preparation. The generated report comes back as
positive or negative; however, a positive report does not differentiate on whether the molecular
analysis or the FIT portion of the test was positive. A survey of 434 men and women regarding a
potential multi-organ sDNA test rated multi-cancer detection, absence of bowel preparation, and
safety and noninvasiveness as the most attractive characteristics, and multi-organ sDNA testing
was preferred over colorectal-only mt-sDNA testing, which in turn was preferred over FOBT,
colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, and barium enema (in that order) (31). As of 2019, five years after
FDA approval, over two million people have used the test, with originating prescriptions coming
from many medical specialties, including family medicine, general medicine, gastroenterology,
general surgery, obstetrics/gynecology, and others.

ISSUES REGARDING THE LATEST-GENERATION FECAL DNA TEST

The FDA-approved mt-sDNA test is to be used for average-risk patients over the age of
50 years for CRC screening, and can be repeated every three years for those with negative re-
sults (subject to an FDA-mandated follow-up longitudinal study to assess the interval; see https://
www.accessdata.fda.gov/cdrh_docs/pdf13/P130017A.pdf ). The mt-sDNA test is not in-
tended for use outside of average-risk screening, such as in individuals with:

� Personal history of polyps
� Personal history of CRC
� Family history of polyps or CRC
� Risk for genetic diseases, such as familial adenomatous polyposis, Lynch syndrome, and

others
� Inflammatory bowel disease (Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis)

In the above situations, only colonoscopy should be used as the surveillance strategy (5, 9).
Patients and providers should not intermix CRC screening strategies, which can lead to in-

appropriate or excessive screening. For instance, if a person is getting screening colonoscopies at
appropriate intervals (the gold standard), there is no need to order or perform the mt-sDNA test.
If a person is getting FIT testing annually, there is no need for themt-sDNA test unless the patient
and provider are consciously upgrading from FIT alone as the long-term screening strategy.

Because of the reduced specificity in the pivotal study (28), there will be some false positives.
In one study of 30 patients who had a positive mt-sDNA test with negative colonoscopy findings,
12 patients accepted an offer of repeat mt-sDNA testing 11–29 months later, when five patients
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Table 2 Comparison of noninvasive colorectal cancer screening tests

Test Sensitivitya Specificitya Advantages Disadvantages
FOBT + + Evidence for mortality reduction

from randomized controlled
trials

Must be done annually
Indirect test (peroxidase)/false positives
Dietary modification
Three consecutive samples needed
Poor sensitivity for advanced adenomas
Detects more distal neoplasms

FIT ++ +++ Qualitative and quantitative
Detects human hemoglobin
Single sample needed
Inferred mortality reduction from

FOBT studies

Must be done annually
Reliability declines with longer time from

collection to analysis
Sensitivity based on quantitative threshold

of hemoglobin
Poor sensitivity for advanced adenomas
Detects more distal neoplasms

sDNA +++ ++ Detects human DNA
Combined with FIT; inferred

mortality reduction from FOBT
studies

Detects right and left neoplasia
No dietary restrictions

High per-test cost
Interval of three years selected with no data
A portion of sensitivity based on quantitative

threshold of hemoglobin
Improved but still poor sensitivity for

advanced adenomas

Abbreviations: FIT, fecal immunochemical test; FOBT, fecal occult blood test; mt-sDNA, multitarget stool DNA; sDNA, stool DNA.
aSensitivity and specificity are low (+), medium (++), or high (+++).

were again positive, and in three of these five, neoplastic lesions were found on repeat colonoscopy
(32). This suggests that persistently positive mt-sDNA tests might yield missed or new findings
on colonoscopy. It should be noted that the mt-sDNA is a designed CRC screening test. It should
not prompt workup for other, noncolonic sources of neoplasia.

Provider knowledge of the mt-sDNA results may affect yield at colonoscopy. One study had
providers blinded to the results of 72 mt-sDNA tests and unblinded to 172 others (33). Colono-
scopic neoplastic yields were higher in the unblinded group (total adenomas 70% versus 53%
in the blinded group; advanced adenomas 28% versus 21%; flat right-sided lesions 40% versus
9%), and colonoscopy withdrawal times were longer (average 19 min versus 13 min in the blinded
group) (33). This study suggests that providers of colonoscopy are more diligent in trying to iden-
tify neoplasia with a positive mt-sDNA test.

Some studies challenge the conclusion that mt-sDNA is superior to FIT. One study evaluated
3,494 patients with FIT and used the specificities from the mt-sDNA pivotal trial; it was not
a head-to-head comparison. This study showed a CRC sensitivity rate of 96.7% and advanced
adenoma sensitivity rate of 54.3% for FIT (34). However, these rates appear markedly higher
than in multiple previous studies regarding FIT and/or FOBT (5, 9). General comparisons of
FOBT, FIT, and sDNA are listed in Table 2.

A meta-analysis regarding the performance of sDNA tests examined 53 studies inclusive of
7,524 patients (35). Its conclusion suggests that assays using multiple genes (multiple targets),
compared with single-gene assays, did not increase the sensitivity or specificity of sDNA testing
for CRC (35).Thismeta-analysis did not address sensitivity and specificity for high-risk adenomas,
where a multitarget sDNA assay may have the advantage. One study evaluated the prevalence of
genetic alterations used in the mt-sDNA test and additional markers, comparing CRC patients
who were FIT-negative versus FIT-positive (36). The authors noted no difference in the genetic
changes between the FIT-negative and FIT-positive groups, meaning the CRCs are expressing
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Table 3 Archimedes modeling of effect of screening strategies on CRC incidence, mortality, and costs (39)

CRC screening strategy
Decrease in CRC
incidence (%)

Decrease in CRC
mortality (%)

Quality-adjusted
life-years (QALY) gained

Cost-effectivenessa

ratios ($/QALY)
No screening 0 0 0 $0
Colonoscopy every 10 years 65 73 0.1330 —
mt-sDNA annually 63 72 0.1290 $20,178
mt-sDNA every 3 years 57 67 0.1160 $11,313
mt-sDNA every 5 years 52 62 0.1050 $7,388

Abbreviations: CRC, colorectal cancer; mt-sDNA, multitarget stool DNA.
aCost used for the mt-sDNA was $600 per test, and colonoscopy was $1,500 per test.

biomarkers independent of FIT positivity (36). A blinded prospective study of 456 asymptomatic
adults yielded 29 sessile serrated polyps (SSPs) with a median diameter of 1.2 cm, of which 93%
were located in the proximal colon (37). The aberrant methylation of BMP3 in the mt-sDNA
assay proved to be a discriminant factor for detecting SSPs whereas other genetic markers were
indiscriminant. By means of assay for aberrant methylation of BMP3 alone, the detection of SSPs
was 66% versus 0% for FIT at the 100-ng-Hb/ml cutoff level (37).

Data from the mt-sDNA pivotal trial were largely limited to a predominantly white popu-
lation, and other races and ethnicities demonstrated with small numbers relatively similar CRC
sensitivity for detection (except black patients) and advanced adenoma detection (27, 28). One
study evaluated the mt-sDNA test in 760 patients, of whom 34.9% were black, and evaluated de-
tection sensitivities for adenomas between black and white patients (38). The prevalences of total
adenomas as well as advanced adenomas were similar between black and white patients (38.9% and
6.8% for black patients and 33.9% and 6.7% for white patients). The overall mt-sDNA advanced
adenoma detection sensitivity was 43% with no differences by race (38). Thus, the mt-sDNA test
appears to detect lesions similarly between races.

As mentioned above, the mt-sDNA test reports a positive result when either the FIT portion
or molecular portion hits its threshold for positivity, and the report does not distinguish which is
positive. With much of the focus for development of the test based on the pathogenesis, techno-
logical advances, and science of the molecular portion, it would be interesting to see how either
the FIT or molecular assays correspond with the actual finding of neoplasia. At present, this aspect
has not been reported.

The interval between mt-sDNA tests was approved by the FDA at three years, and the ap-
proval stipulated a follow-up study. One study utilized an Archimedes model to simulate a five-
arm virtual clinical screening study comparing the mt-sDNA test (at a $600 per-test cost) at 1-, 3-,
and 5-year intervals and colonoscopy at 10-year intervals versus no screening (39). Colonoscopy
yielded the largest reduction in CRC incidence and mortality and the largest gain in quality-
adjusted life-years, followed by the mt-sDNA tests at 1, 3, and 5 years (Table 3). The respective
cost-effectiveness ratios for the 1-, 3-, and 5-year mt-sDNA intervals compared favorably to cervi-
cal cancer screening and mammography screening cost-effectiveness ratios. The study concludes
that a 3-year mt-sDNA test interval provides a decrease in CRC incidence and mortality that is
clinically acceptable and cost effective at a $25,000 quality-adjusted life-year willingness-to-pay
threshold (39).

COST ANALYSIS AND COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF FECAL
DNA FOR POPULATION-BASED COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING

Even prior to the latest-generation mt-sDNA test, simulation models had assessed the cost effec-
tiveness of sDNA tests, utilizing published detection sensitivities (40, 41). Using a cost of $350
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for the sDNA test (prior generation), microsimulation modeling indicated that compared to no
screening, the gain in life-years by patients using the sDNA test was lower than the gain associated
with FOBT. This was true unless the sDNA test was given at an interval of at least three years;
however, the overall costs in this case were higher than all other screening strategies (including
FOBT, FIT, sigmoidoscopy, and colonoscopy). Screening with the sDNA test at three-year inter-
vals would be cost effective at a per-test cost of $40–$60. Based on the microsimulation modeling,
there was no level of sensitivity and specificity for which earlier-generation sDNA testing would
be cost effective at $350 per test (40, 41).

The latest-generation mt-sDNA test has also been evaluated for cost and clinical effectiveness.
Using aMarkov model comparing no screening to FIT every two years, FIT yearly, the mt-sDNA
test every three years (at a per-test cost of $260), and colonoscopy every 10 years, Ladabaum &
Mannalithana (42) demonstrated that FIT and colonoscopy were more effective (increasing mean
quality-adjusted life-years gained per person) and less costly than the mt-sDNA test. Another
study using a Markov model compared screening strategies of persons aged 50–75 years based on
colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, computed tomographic (CT) colonography, FIT, FOBT, and mt-
sDNA testing, and demonstrated that colonoscopy was the most effective screening strategy, with
0.022 life-years gained, 1,068 CRCs prevented, and the lowest total costs at $2,861 (43). For com-
parison,FOBT screening added 0.012 life-years with 547CRCs prevented at a total cost of $3,164,
and mt-sDNA screening added 0.011 life-years with 647 CRCs prevented at a total cost of $4,296.
Improved sensitivity or specificity of the mt-sDNA test was not sufficient to close the outcomes
gap compared to colonoscopy.This study also demonstrated that unless the cost of mt-sDNA test-
ing was reduced to $29 or less per test and adenoma detection was included in its performance,
mt-sDNA testing remained more expensive and less effective than colonoscopy (43).

The US Preventive Services Task Force has done extensive modeling to compare mt-sDNA
annually, mt-sDNA every three years, and six other CRC screening strategies: FOBT annually,
sigmoidoscopy every five years, FIT annually, CT colonography every five years, sigmoidoscopy
every 10 years with annual FIT, and colonoscopy every 10 years (44, 45). Among stool-based
tests, FIT strategies predominated on efficiency ratios (defined as the incremental number of
lifetime colonoscopies divided by the incremental number of quality life-years gained), whereas
FOBT was consistently below efficiency ratios (45). The mt-sDNA performed annually was not
a recommended strategy due to efficiency ratios being larger than the benchmark colonoscopy
strategy. The mt-sDNA performed every three years added fewer life-years than did the bench-
mark colonoscopy strategy, and was dominated by other stool-based strategies (45). Among the
eight strategies assessed, models of outcomes showed that mt-sDNA testing every three years
ranked seventh for life-years gained, CRC deaths averted, complications, and lifetime number of
colonoscopies (44).

SUMMARY AND FUTURE OF FECAL DNA TESTING

The latest-generation mt-sDNA test is an achievement based on knowledge of the pathogenesis
of colorectal neoplasia coupled with advances in technology that allow detection of minute
amounts of human DNA assayed from fecal material. Population-based clinical trials show that
its detection of CRCs and adenomas is superior to FIT with slightly lower specificity. The
mt-sDNA test does increase patient life-years with every-three-year testing, but at greater cost
than other strategies. Significant reductions in cost and/or increases in sensitivity are necessary
to make mt-sDNA screening cost effective relative to other testing methods like colonoscopy.

Despite this, the best test for screening average-risk individuals is the test that gets done, and
colonoscopy, the gold standard in the United States, is not uniformly utilized for a variety of
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reasons. In 2014, the mt-sDNA test was approved by the FDA and its cost covered by the Centers
forMedicare andMedicaid Services, and it has been utilized more than twomillion times over five
years. The test is only approved for average-risk CRC screening in those aged 50 years or older.
As a second-tier test for CRC screening, the mt-sDNA test can be used as a primary strategy for
CRC screening, useful (a) if patients refuse or are uncomfortable with colonoscopy as the initial
screening strategy, (b) if colonoscopy is high risk due to medical morbidity, and (c) if colonoscopy
is not locally available.

Further technological advances in mutation detection along with additional DNA target selec-
tion will likely improve upon the current mt-sDNA test. In one study, TWIST1 methylation was
detected by a combined restriction digital polymerase chain reaction assay, which, in combination
with FIT, showed a sensitivity for advanced adenomas of 82.4% (46). This would greatly improve
upon the 42.4% advanced adenoma sensitivity of the latest-generation mt-sDNA test. Increased
sensitivity in newer-generation tests, particularly for adenomas, would likely increase the clinical
efficiency ratio for sDNA tests compared to other screening strategies.

The future may hold other innovations using sDNA tests, particularly once they improve
sensitivity for CRC screening. Application toward interval cancer screening (between screening
colonoscopies) and follow-up to suboptimal bowel preparation for colonoscopy could be envi-
sioned. Expanded applications in theory with improved sensitivity and specificity of future tests
could involve surveillance of CRC in inflammatory bowel disease patients and screening for pan-
digestive or aero-digestive tract tumors in specific populations. These potential applications will
need to be adequately tested in appropriate clinical trials.
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